All relevant data are available from the Open Science Framework at <https://osf.io/jm7fn/>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Empirical and theoretical approaches to understanding biodiversity have historically focused on particular taxonomic groups, geographic domains, and explanatory variables and therefore have not evaluated relationships at a truly global scale. Studies concentrating on birds and mammals, on terrestrial or marine species, and on individual mechanisms such as latitude \[[@pone.0228065.ref001]--[@pone.0228065.ref005]\] have produced critical knowledge that has advanced ecology and conservation. Today the unprecedented availability of biological and environmental data, as well as machine learning models useful for large and complex datasets, however, provide new opportunities to answer questions about biodiversity. Aside from comparing and contrasting patterns across domains of data, there is a greater chance to resolve the effects \[[@pone.0228065.ref006]\] of specific drivers \[[@pone.0228065.ref007], [@pone.0228065.ref008]\] on species richness in a more robust way, and to describe the interaction and gradient \[[@pone.0228065.ref009]\] of multiple drivers and their functional forms. The resulting advances could not be more urgent as the threats from climate change are increasingly destabilizing natural ecosystems, driving extinctions, and subsequently disrupting human socioeconomic frameworks \[[@pone.0228065.ref010]--[@pone.0228065.ref012]\].

Patterns of species richness are the result of ecological and evolutionary processes acting over geological time scales. Both on land and in the ocean--which we refer to as "domains"--the tropics have notable peaks of biodiversity, presumably because they have housed a stable and favourable confluence of diversity drivers for thousands of years \[[@pone.0228065.ref001], [@pone.0228065.ref003], [@pone.0228065.ref013], [@pone.0228065.ref014]\]. Of these drivers, temperature and sunlight are considered broadly important, as is primary productivity (i.e., the species-energy hypothesis \[[@pone.0228065.ref015]\]). However, several domain-specific variables such as dissolved oxygen in the ocean and precipitation on land also uniquely influence the evolution and ecology of species and their distributions in each domain \[[@pone.0228065.ref016], [@pone.0228065.ref017]\]. Improved spatiotemporal resolution of these and a host of other variables are increasingly available, giving a chance to better characterize and assess their variability and importantly their impact on biodiversity. Corresponding advances in biodiversity monitoring \[[@pone.0228065.ref018]\] means the effect of environmental forcing can be assessed across a more representative swath of taxonomic groups, and no longer limited to the previously well-studied taxa. The substantial progress in both of these areas can help to develop a fuller picture of the processes that drive species richness, which is in turn critical for understanding how these patterns may be impacted by climate change \[[@pone.0228065.ref019]\].

In this study, we assembled data on the distributions of 44,575 marine species (10,873 fishes, 9,582 macroinvertebrates, 7,663 arthropods, 5,753 microinvertebrates, 3,976 molluscs, 2,780 cnidarians, 2,580 worms, 1,175 echinoderms, 126 mammals, 67 reptiles,) and 22,830 terrestrial species (10,959 birds, 6,407 amphibians, 5,464 mammals). To constrain comparisons across domains as much as possible, we conducted the formal analysis both with and without marine invertebrates (see supporting information). We also assembled a suite of likely predictive environmental variables. These variables characterized the central tendency, variation, and seasonality of abiotic and biotic drivers including primary production, temperature, solar energy, biogeochemical resources, and the physical environment. As we hope to understand the influence of primary production \[[@pone.0228065.ref020], [@pone.0228065.ref021]\] on species richness patterns, we excluded primary producer taxa (e.g. phytoplankton, macroalgae, trees) from the species richness calculation to avoid any circularity in the modelling. Collectively, therefore, we have combined the two largest datasets on biodiversity in the marine and terrestrial domains, recognizing that taxonomic representation differs between land and sea. These taxonomic differences lead to comparable datasets that represent domain-specific biodiversity, even though they may vary when compared in terms of overall composition. We have therefore limited our comparisons to consumers and feel this provides a best-available approach towards understanding drivers of biodiversity on land and in the sea.

Aside from a more expansive approach to data, here we use artificial neural networks (ANNs) to predict species richness in each domain as a function of the prevailing environmental features. The ANN approach is an improvement upon previous modelling methods for three main reasons. The first and most obvious is that ANNs are more accommodating to big data frameworks in terms of computational performance \[[@pone.0228065.ref022]\]. Here we analyze tens of thousands of species distributions, resolved globally at a spatial resolution of 50x50 km (each dataset containing a potential ≥ 200,000 elements), using 30 sets similarly resolved environmental drivers. While our approach may be modest by comparison to more traditional big data analyses, the ANN framework we employ here is uniquely more scalable for when such datasets are eventually available for our specific application here. Secondly, the ANN approach provides new information about the modelled driver relationships using sensitivity analysis of variable importance and variable interactions (known as multivariate partial dependencies). Thirdly, ANNs use a permutative approach to weight the contribution of each variable in order to find the best average or neural pathway to the output or response variable. Therefore, compared to more traditional modelling approaches like generalized linear models or generalized additive mixed models, ANNs use the data to develop a robust weighting scheme over all the environmental variables used to feed the model. Like ANNs, generalized additive mixed models also use nonlinear splines \[[@pone.0228065.ref023], [@pone.0228065.ref024]\] to model ecological relationships, and therefore are an improvement from linear approaches \[[@pone.0228065.ref025]--[@pone.0228065.ref027]\]. However, for the above reasons it makes sense to explore ANNs for the added performance of big data scalability and emerging information on driver interactions. Ultimately, combining comprehensive data streams and analytic tools allows us to understand environmental drivers of biodiversity within and across domains and reveal locations that defy expectations based on existing data.

Material and methods {#sec002}
====================

Species richness {#sec003}
----------------

To train the models in the terrestrial domain we used publicly available species range data. In the marine domain, we used high-volume, screened, and sampling-effort-corrected occurrence data that produced approximately 51 million records post-screen \[[@pone.0228065.ref028]\]. While the underlying datasets ultimately differ, we used this approach as it represents the best-available data for each domain, it yielded extensive taxonomic representation, and is demonstrated to align with other methods of estimating marine species richness \[[@pone.0228065.ref029]\]. By using this approach, we are able to maximize the available taxa used for each domain, and characterize broad-scale species richness patterns with the most data possible, at a relatively high resolution of 50x50 km \[[@pone.0228065.ref028]--[@pone.0228065.ref030]\] for all environmental variables in the model.

For the terrestrial domain, we compiled species ranges using published methods and sources \[[@pone.0228065.ref001]\]. Distribution data of birds (*n* = 10959), amphibians (*n* = 6407), and mammals (*n* = 5464) were from the International Union for the Conservation of the Nature \[[@pone.0228065.ref031]\] and BirdLife International \[[@pone.0228065.ref032]\], and are expert-reviewed and rigorously quality controlled \[[@pone.0228065.ref001]\]. These overlaid polygon range maps are drawn from expert consensus, and are the best-available data, at the global scale, for terrestrial biodiversity. We excluded polygons of all extinct or non-native ranges (invasions and introductions arising from anthropogenic activity), as well as seabird species. The final terrestrial richness layer consisted of 22,830 species.

For the marine domain, we queried marine richness data from the Ocean Biogeographic Information System, the Global Biodiversity Information Facility, FishBase, the Jellyfish Database Initiative, and the International Union for the Conservation of the Nature. From the ensemble (\>1 billion entries), we performed several quality control routines. We first cleaned records of spatial NULL values, removed records with no definition to species level, expunged duplicates, and assigned full (updated when necessary using the World Register of Marine Species \[[@pone.0228065.ref033]\]) taxonomic information using the Taxize library \[[@pone.0228065.ref034]\]. Additional documentation and justification for the vetting methodology used for marine records is described in detail elsewhere \[[@pone.0228065.ref018], [@pone.0228065.ref030], [@pone.0228065.ref035]--[@pone.0228065.ref037]\]. Briefly here, we screened point observation occurrences and removed extremely implausible values based on the ratio of the number of independent records in time and space relative to the latitudinal and thermal range of the species \[[@pone.0228065.ref036], [@pone.0228065.ref037]\]. For each species, a random (1 \< *n* \< 1000) number of records was selected and the thermal and latitudinal range estimated. This was repeated 1000 times. We then confronted the simulated latitudinal range and thermal range (1,000 simulations) to values obtained using all the occurrence records gathered on the species. We computed a confidence interval of the known range by quantifying the difference between the 1st and 99th percentile of observed latitude coordinates and thermal value, assuming that the acceptable number of records to capture the latitudinal and thermal range was obtained when more than 950 randomly selected records were comprised within the confidence interval determined from the global records. The median number of points per species found to capture this computed latitudinal range was 33 (+/- 4) records, and 41 (+/- 3) records for computed thermal range. Species with less than 41 independent recorded observations were removed from further analysis. We then checked for the potential influence of systematic sampling bias by developing rarefaction curves \[[@pone.0228065.ref038]\] across latitudinal bins (see [S16 Fig](#pone.0228065.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The final marine biodiversity dataset comprised taxonomic information and filtered occurrences for 44,575 species (10,873 fish, 9,582 macroinvertebrates, 7,663 arthropods, 5,753 microinvertebrates, 3,976 molluscs, 2,780 cnidarians, 2,580 worms, 1,175 echinoderms, 126 mammals, 67 reptiles) for a total of 51,459,235 records. While this represents the largest spatially-explicit dataset of marine species ever described \[[@pone.0228065.ref003], [@pone.0228065.ref035], [@pone.0228065.ref039]\], it remains a fraction (\~18%) of the named marine species \[[@pone.0228065.ref029], [@pone.0228065.ref033]\].

All species richness was ln(x+1) transformed and all data projected to a cylindrical equal area 50 km × 50 km grid. The script for the R Code is provided in the online repository.

### Considering the impact of marine invertebrate taxa on model interpretation {#sec004}

It is possible that the varied patterns between marine and terrestrial domains may emerge simply as a result of including invertebrate taxa in one realm and not including it in the other (due to data availability alone). To address this possibility, we ran an ancillary analysis and have supplied the outputs in the supplementary material (see [S10](#pone.0228065.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S15](#pone.0228065.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). The comparisons presented in the main text by including all marine species (with invertebrates) showed minor differences, and no broad changes, to the results when invertebrates are excluded. Nonetheless, we provide the additional analysis for comparison and to encourage and further exploration.

Environmental drivers {#sec005}
---------------------

We gathered a suite of 21 globally distributed environmental datasets, spanning terrestrial and marine domains, with an additional 18 data series representing domain-specific drivers. This provided a total of 30 environmental driver input variables for the terrestrial and the marine ANN. [S1 Table](#pone.0228065.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1](#pone.0228065.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S3](#pone.0228065.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs provide more details on the series and their spatial and statistical distributions.

### Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and chlorophyll-A (Chl-A) {#sec006}

We retrieved monthly means of NDVI and near-surface concentration of chlorophyll-A from NASA Earth Observation servers from 2003--2017. This imagery was resampled, assembled, and re-projected from georeferenced sinusoidal tile images gathered by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor. NDVI is the MOD13A2 product and chlorophyll-A is MODIS-Aqua Level-3 Binned Chlorophyll Data Version 2014. We refer to vegetation indices as proxies for net primary production throughout the manuscript \[[@pone.0228065.ref040], [@pone.0228065.ref041]\]. We did not use NPP products as methods for derivation are debated \[[@pone.0228065.ref020], [@pone.0228065.ref042]\]; however, this framework is flexible enough to incorporate any NPP products in the future.

### Elevation and depth {#sec007}

Terrestrial elevation data were from the 2015 release of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission \[[@pone.0228065.ref043]\]. Ocean depth is the General Bathymetry Chart of the Ocean, a global 30-arc second interval grid \[[@pone.0228065.ref044]\]. The General Bathymetry Chart of the Ocean grid is a continuous terrain model for the ocean that combines quality-controlled depth soundings with interpolation between sounding points informed by satellite derived gravity measurements. At a global scale, the marine driver data series (e.g., production, sunlight, oxygen) are provided and only available from sensors of the ocean surface. Though these environmental variables vary continuously with depth, at this time, we cannot include this as a model factor. Therefore, the variable of depth may serve as a proxy until such data are resolved globally.

### Temperature, precipitation, and dissolved oxygen {#sec008}

Temperature time series (2007 to 2017) are from the European Centre for Medium Range Forecasts. The SST and SAT products are a reanalysis of temperature based on satellite sensing and station measurement \[[@pone.0228065.ref045]\]. Precipitation data is Global Precipitation Climatology Centre 0.5-degree dataset. Measurements are interpolated gauge based precipitation totals on a monthly time step from 2007 to 2017 from \~7,000 stations \[[@pone.0228065.ref046]\]. Dissolved oxygen is the integrated 30m data from the 2013 World Ocean Atlas. The World Ocean Atlas is a 1-degree grid developed from *in situ* interpolated surface measurements on a monthly time step.

### Solar insolation {#sec009}

We obtained monthly insolation for 2006 to 2017. The Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System sensor approximates surface solar insolation by measuring escaping radiant energy while accounting for attenuation due to atmospheric conditions, angle of incidence, and slope aspect \[[@pone.0228065.ref047]\].

Feature engineering {#sec010}
-------------------

We developed a selection of features to describe the inter- and intra-annual central tendency, variance, and seasonal phenology of the driver variables. Our dataset was composed of 29 individual inputs. We used arithmetic mean to describe central tendency, while we described variability with standard deviation, range, and coefficient of variation. Upper tails of annual sums of NDVI and Chl-A were truncated to 99% quantiles, and all features were truncated to 1% and 99% quantile values. Elevation and depth data were input as described, without quantile truncation. [S1 Table](#pone.0228065.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides further details on all of the input feature data.

Seasonal patterns of primary production can be important to the dynamics of food webs. We utilized continuous wavelet transformation metrics to describe the phenology of primary production and solar energy. This approach draws from earlier work on phytoplankton production \[[@pone.0228065.ref018]\]. We describe 12-month and 6-month seasonal phenology intensity by calculating the mean of the wavelet power spectrum of primary production and solar insolation. This process was conducted for each cell in a raster through time, with the final estimate being a measure of 6-month and 12-month seasonal intensity. [S5 Fig](#pone.0228065.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides more details.

To facilitate training the ANN, all environmental driver datasets were rescaled 0--1 so that all model inputs were on the same magnitude. While ANNs have the advantage over previous approaches of not having to explicitly define parameter relationships or interactions, some pre-processing of the model inputs is necessary.

Model development {#sec011}
-----------------

We developed two discrete feed-forward neural networks to understand species richness in the marine and terrestrial domains. Neural networks have shown incredible power at pattern recognition, parameterizing nonlinearity, and identifying interactions \[[@pone.0228065.ref006]\]. However, they have generally been regarded as a "black-box" with weak opportunities for model interpretation. We argue against this and present several methods to better analyze the model's interpretation of the input-output relationship, which in our case here is the effect of environmental drivers on species richness. Our approaches here include mapping the spatial distribution of model residuals ([Fig 1](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}), approximating variable importance through perturbation and resampling ([Fig 2](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}), and plotting multivariate partial dependency ([Fig 3](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This helps both to understand where the models performed well, where opportunities for improvement lie, all couched within nonlinear and multivariate (in our case 30 variables) models whose main interpretive results (Figs [2](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}) were attained with sensitivity analyses (see *Variable importance sensitivity* below*)*.

![Global terrestrial and marine biodiversity patterns.\
**(a)** Observed species richness derived from the distributions of 44,575 marine and 22,830 terrestrial species. Species richness is *ln*-transformed and rescaled within each domain (terrestrial and marine) and plotted on a 50 km equal area grid. **(b)** Artificial neural network model predictions (ANNs) of species richness considering a suite of 29 environmental drivers. **(c)** Model residuals highlight areas that are particularly species-rich (underpredicted, blue) and species-poor (overpredicted, red) regions relative to the underlying environmental drivers. These highlight locations of exceptional biodiversity such as reef ecosystems of the (i) Coral Triangle and (ii) Marianas Archipelago and wet forests of the (iii) tropical Andes and (iv) Eastern Arc mountains. It also identifies species-poor settings like isolated islands (v, Madagascar) and major biogeographic boundaries in the ocean (vi, Andesite line). Arrows designate species-poor marine regions with high velocity boundary currents. **(d)** Latitude does not affect model performance, as there are no systematic meridional differences between observed and modelled richness. The northern-hemisphere bias of land, and the corresponding abundance of shallow ocean environments, generates a similar imbalance of marine species richness. Chart area represents the average species richness, zonally, in 2° latitude bins.](pone.0228065.g001){#pone.0228065.g001}

![Environmental drivers of species richness in marine and terrestrial domains.\
The ranked importance of the top 15 environmental variables in the (a) terrestrial and (b) marine ANNs. Bootstrapped driver variable importance plots display the densities of change in explained variance made when perturbing individual model factors. The process is repeated 500 times with a random subset of the data on which a new ANN model is trained, generating a robust importance ranking by allowing multiple weight matrices to be evaluated as to how they learn the driver-richness relationship. On the variable labels, "A" is measured within year, "B" is between years. (c) Inset plot shows these same relationships on a log-linear scale, highlighting the steeper decline of variable importance and therefore greater effect of fewer variables in marine systems. (d) Pairwise plots showing the effects from a subset of individual drivers on species richness. To alleviate overplotting, graphs display the median ensemble (with 95% quantiles) of 100 local regression models fit from resamples of the global dataset. For (d) all variables are annual means and rescaled to 0--1 without further transformation. Similar factors are plotted when the same do not exist in both domains. Supporting information provide the full list of all modelled variables and their explanation.](pone.0228065.g002){#pone.0228065.g002}

![Multivariate partial dependence plots offer a chance to better grasp driver interactions.\
These plots show the neural networks' approximation of driver richness relationships when two inputs co-vary. In this example, we see how species richness is expected to respond across different temperatures (a), seasonality in primary productivity (b) and limiting biogeochemical variables (c) in response to changing depth and elevation. This is an example of the power of ANNs to approximate functions and the integration of interactions. This can be explored for any possible interaction.](pone.0228065.g003){#pone.0228065.g003}

### Model fitting {#sec012}

We used the MXNet library within an R package wrapper for the development of the feed forward ANNs. MXNet is open-source ANN framework that is flexible, supports multiple programming environments, and is scalable \[[@pone.0228065.ref048]\]. We fit the ANNs on an 80% training subset of the data and tested performance on a 20% test split. Like more traditional modeling approaches, spurious interactions can be parametrized (but not through user curation) in an ANN, but this tends to occur in situations where a model is trained on a small dataset that is not a representative sample of a broader population. In the case of our dataset, and the chosen parameterization of the ANN, our approach is resilient to spurious interactions being trained in the model. To maximize generalizability, hyperparameters were selected to minimize 5-fold cross validation root mean square error variance on the training set. Each ANN was fitted with 0.2 dropout, rectifier activation for 3 hidden layers with 10 nodes each, 0.9 momentum, a batch size of 128, for 10 epochs.

### Residual mapping {#sec013}

[Fig 1A](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the observed species richness upon which the models were trained. [Fig 1B](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the predicted species richness given how the models interpret relationships between the feature inputs and the observed richness. [Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"} spatially plots the residuals of the observed versus the predicted species richness. Plotting the residuals acknowledges where the model still cannot approximate richness given the features supplied. This difference fosters insight into where species richness is unexpected relative to relationships estimated with environmental variables.

### Resampled pairwise comparison {#sec014}

[Fig 2D](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the bivariate relationships for a select set of features between domains (full feature set in supplement). We developed these plots by subsampling 10000 points from each domain and fitting a loess through the subsample. This was repeated 100 times and we calculated the 95% quantiles and median estimates of the models.

### Variable importance sensitivity {#sec015}

We developed a sensitivity analysis to test variable importance and improve insight into the modelled relationships. [Fig 2A--2C](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"} is a summary of this resampling results to estimate the variance of variable importance. We repeatedly fit ANNs to subsets of the data and tested for model performance decline when individual variables are replaced with resampled noise. With this we can get distributions of variable importance rankings that better approximate the stochastic range of variable importance.

### Multivariate partial dependence plots {#sec016}

ANNs can parametrize interactions between variables without having to explicitly define a term in the model. Therefore, we can explore all potential multivariate relationships the model has approximated between the environmental variables and species richness. [Fig 3](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"} is an example of this, where we visualize the relationship between depth/elevation across temperature, primary production seasonality, and limiting biogeochemical variables (H~2~O and O~2~).

### Comment on spatial autocorrelation {#sec017}

Spatial autocorrelation (SAC) refers to the process by which variation between values in space are affected by the relative spatial distances from one another. It is important though to distinguish between the forms autocorrelation can take\[[@pone.0228065.ref049]\]. SAC can manifest in the raw values of the response variable and in the values of the residuals of a regression model itself. SAC in raw response data and/or the residuals is often reflective of underlying drivers and latent effects. However, it is the persistence of the appearance of autocorrelation in model residuals that is reflective of bias or distortion in a model with unaccounted for inputs \[[@pone.0228065.ref049]\]. There are several methods to absorb residual autocorrelation when trying to estimate unbiased model parameters. Most common methods utilize some form of an area weighted auto-covariate in the regression model. While the process of incorporating these auto-covariates can improve prediction power, they can and often do underrepresent included effects and mask unaccounted for underlying ecological process that may drive residual spatial autocorrelation (RSA). The RSA can reflect unexplained natural process. Therefore, while we did investigate auto-covariate development and RSA quantification via semi-variograms (see code repository), we believe the presentation of model residuals transparently opens discussion around appropriate model inputs. We ultimately present the spatial distribution of the residuals of the model without an RSA covariate to facilitate the identification of important processes that may not be accounted for in the full model, rather than mask those latent processes.

Data and code repository {#sec018}
------------------------

All models were run in the R environment \[[@pone.0228065.ref050]\] with visualizations created using ggplot2 \[[@pone.0228065.ref051]\] and figures compiled and postprocessed using Adobe Illustrator \[[@pone.0228065.ref052]\]. All data, as well as markdown files with annotated and commented codes and scripts are available in a third-party open-access repository (<https://osf.io/jm7fn>) through the Open Science Framework.

Results and discussion {#sec019}
======================

The global patterns of species richness that we describe ([Fig 1A](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}) followed earlier published findings \[[@pone.0228065.ref003], [@pone.0228065.ref011]\]. Given our selection of driver inputs, the ANN had reasonable accuracy in predicting the observed species richness ([Fig 1B](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}: Test set: *R*^2^~land~ = 0.81, *R*^2^~ocean~ = 0.69, *RMSE*~land~ = 0.08, *RMSE*~ocean~ = 0.09).

Examining the difference between the observed and modelled richness, the model residuals, revealed where the environmental drivers do not fully explain the observed patterns ([Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These outliers, 'bright' and 'dark' spots \[[@pone.0228065.ref053]\] of diversity perhaps, are extremely informative in understanding the underlying drivers as well as processes and data streams that may improve the performance of future approaches. In the ocean, species richness was under-predicted (blue in [Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}) in several coral reef ecosystems (e.g., the Coral Triangle, Marianas Archipelago and Hawaiian Islands). On land, it was under-predicted in several montane forests (e.g., the Tropical Andes, Eastern Arc Mountains). These hyper-diverse ecosystems offer structurally-complex biogenic substrates \[[@pone.0228065.ref054], [@pone.0228065.ref055]\] that perhaps increase the available ecological niches and evolutionary pressures \[[@pone.0228065.ref008]\]. Regions where the model overpredicted biodiversity (red in [Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}) include steep biogeographic boundaries (e.g., the Andesite Line in Melanesia) and isolated islands (e.g., Madagascar, New Zealand, Hawaii and the Greater Antilles). These regions include biologically-isolated islands \[[@pone.0228065.ref007]\] and subphotic depths that lack biogenic and structurally complex seafloor habitat, like coral reefs and kelp forests. In addition, western ocean boundary regions were also poorer than predicted (arrows, [Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These regions are defined by the stable presence of major, high-velocity current systems (e.g., Agulhas, Kuroshio, Gulf Stream and Northern Brazilian) that facilitate the dispersal of waters and organisms to other regions \[[@pone.0228065.ref056], [@pone.0228065.ref057]\].

Latitudinal gradients have received significant attention in biogeography \[[@pone.0228065.ref002], [@pone.0228065.ref058]\], and as a result they appear in our analyses. However, even without latitude as an input, our models notably predicted the overall richness patterns well ([Fig 1D](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Were latitude important, then we would likely see some systematic pattern in [Fig 1C and 1D](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}. More likely is that latitude only provides a broad approximation of where there are favourable conditions for species richness, conditions now better captured by other variables. The northern-hemisphere bias in marine biodiversity in [Fig 1D](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}, for example, may not be a function of latitude, but rather the spatial overlap of favourable conditions such as depth, sunlight, and temperature \[[@pone.0228065.ref059]\]. To put this another way, latitude is not itself a mechanism, but a proxy that summarizes the confluence of individual variables across space. Now that those variables are themselves more available at finer spatial resolutions and temporal scales, it makes sense to model the mechanisms themselves directly. A primary advantage of this approach is that while climate change will not affect latitude, many of the underlying variables associated with that latitude are moving rapidly \[[@pone.0228065.ref060]\]. So while the single variable of latitude may have helped historically in describing patterns of biodiversity, climate change is fundamentally altering what latitude itself has meant for ecology and evolution. Therefore, the usefulness of latitude itself in forecasting the impact of climate change is limited.

The data and model frameworks we used here importantly allowed us to quantify the contribution of environmental drivers in shaping biodiversity. Marine biodiversity was largely predicted by three variables while on land more variables are important ([Fig 2A--2C](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Sunlight and temperature were the most important, represented in 2 of the top 3 drivers in each domain ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In the ocean, depth was the dominant predictor as shallow marine regions may support both vibrant benthic and water column communities. Primary production exerted a stronger influence on terrestrial than marine species richness, seen in both the variable ranks ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and the functional forms ([Fig 2D](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This may be explained as primary producers on land are more constrained by light and temperature, while marine production is independently driven by nutrients and upwelling \[[@pone.0228065.ref021]\] in response to physical oceanographic processes. Though the functional form varies, biodiversity decreased with increasing vertical distance from sea-level, that is, at deeper depths and greater elevations ([Fig 2D](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Oxygen in the ocean and precipitation on land represented important, domain-specific biochemical constraints that influence species distributions \[[Fig 2A](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [@pone.0228065.ref016], [@pone.0228065.ref017]\]. A full suite of pairwise relationships is presented in [S4 Fig](#pone.0228065.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pone.0228065.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S8](#pone.0228065.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs present alternative comparisons and visualizations of this nature.

A strength of the ANN approach we used here is the ability to evaluate multiple drivers as well as their interactions across driver gradients. This may allow for a more representative understanding of any given location, where all the measured environmental variables coincide and interact to influence species distributions and yields more biologically relevant insights. We demonstrated this here in several shared as well as domain-specific drivers ([Fig 3](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Given the same depth or elevation, for example, temperature had roughly the opposite impact on terrestrial and marine biodiversity ([Fig 3A](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This was evident as the highest modelled species richness on land is mid-elevation locations with moderate temperatures. By contrast, in the ocean shallow and warm locations were the most biodiverse ([Fig 3A](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This same example also shows that the effect size of temperature on species richness is greater at both higher elevation and at shallower ocean depths. The intensity of the phenology of primary production had a strong effect on species richness across elevations. However, in the deep ocean biodiversity was low regardless of how seasons affect productivity ([Fig 3B](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}) or when considering the variability of dissolved oxygen ([Fig 3C](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, however, the relative impact of elevation on terrestrial biodiversity was negligible by comparison to the impact of depth on marine biodiversity. This was evident in the different scales of the *y* axes in the two columns of [Fig 3A--3C](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"} as well as in the variable importance plots ([Fig 2B and 2C](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Our analyses highlight how advances in data streams and models can bear dividends in predicting the present and future distribution of biodiversity. We provide a step toward a global model of biodiversity by focusing on the maintenance of species richness within a more robust analytical framework of environmental drivers \[[@pone.0228065.ref009]\]. Future attempts to move away from reductionist theory must reflect the pool of available resources considered in past hypotheses, appreciate the full empirical variability of the model drivers themselves, and assess the effect of driver interactions. How the model outputs deviate from the observation inputs identifies future areas in need of research development. Our ANN for marine biodiversity, for example, did not perform as well as that for the terrestrial domain ([Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Even though many data sources have become more resolved in both space and time and more freely available \[[@pone.0228065.ref061]\], particularly for marine systems, there remains room for growth. Increased investments in biodiversity monitoring and earth observation systems are fundamental for advancing the analyses presented here. These investments should maintain and upgrade existing data streams and pipelines \[e.g., remote sensing and biotelemetry, [@pone.0228065.ref062], [@pone.0228065.ref063]\], encourage promising emerging technologies \[e.g., environmental DNA, [@pone.0228065.ref064], [@pone.0228065.ref065]\], and invest in autonomous and networked environmental sensing \[[@pone.0228065.ref066]--[@pone.0228065.ref068]\]. In particular, mechanistic and probabilistic models of species distributions will be improved by technological advances in biologging and tracking \[[@pone.0228065.ref063], [@pone.0228065.ref069], [@pone.0228065.ref070]\] that facilitate biodiversity monitoring and resolving the processes underlying species movements. Resolving the continuous variability of environmental drivers across ocean depths at a global scale will also improve the understanding of marine biodiversity.

Although a central goal of our approach here is to summarize data across terrestrial and marine domains, our results may lead to progress in applied contexts. Climate change is rapidly shifting ecosystems across the globe, impacting entire economic sectors such as fisheries and challenging their governance \[[@pone.0228065.ref012]\]. Ten of the top 15 terrestrial biodiversity drivers identified, and 6 of the top 15 marine biodiversity drivers, are directly mediated by climate ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0228065.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Resolving how these drivers themselves will shift under different scenarios of climate change and applying this to forecasted models of future species distributions, may help us more fully grasp the risks climate change brings. Such forecasts will be improved by focusing on more direct drivers and deemphasizing distant surrogate variables such as latitude that mask underlying mechanisms. Lastly, conservation priorities based on the mechanistic approaches might focus on globally at-risk species \[[@pone.0228065.ref001], [@pone.0228065.ref071]\] as these groups have less adaptive capacity and are more prone to extinction.

Supporting information {#sec020}
======================

###### All remotely-sensed variables are modeled from fullest temporal extent of available data streams, described in the main text methods.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Geographical distribution of model predictors and response.

All inputs are projected in a cylindrical equal-area projection centered on 195-degree latitude. Equatorial resolution is approximately 50 km × 50 km. Gray masks are where comparable metrics were used in separate domains, i.e. SST/SAT or O~2~/H~2~O. All PP metrics are prefixed with *ann* for interannual metrics and *sub* for intra-annual metrics, *AMP* prefixes refer to PP seasonal wavelet intensity followed by the 6 or 12-month period. *Twel_inten* and *six\_*inten refers to the seasonal wavelet intensity of solar insolation. All biogeochemical constraints (O~2~ and H~2~O) are intra-annual metrics. Variability and tendency are measured as labeled in each panel: *mean*, *range*, *sd*, *CV*. See S1 Table for summary of metrics utilized in model training.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Distributions of model features and response for terrestrial biodiversity model.

See full methods for description of development.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Distributions of model features and response for the marine ANN biodiversity model.

See full methods for description of development.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Full compilation of model input pairwise relationships with species richness.

Blue lines refer to marine domain and green terrestrial. The x-axis is the labeled 0--1 scaled predictor, y-axis is always scaled ln(x+1) transformed 0--1 scaled species richness. Also see [S9 Fig](#pone.0228065.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for raster visualization of all the features shown in this figure. See caption of [S1 Fig](#pone.0228065.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for variable naming conventions.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Example approximations of 6- and 12-month phenological wavelet power with morlet wavelet power spectrum.

Three examples of differing seasonal NDVI periodicities and the associated power spectrum. The continuous wavelet transformation applied to raster time series of Chl-A and NDVI is described in the methods and extensively in the annotated reference material.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Ternary plots offer exploration beyond pairwise comparison of drivers.

These are ternary plots that show binned medians of species richness at varying row-scaled relative ratios of the labeled drivers to one another. These plots highlight the converged or divergent nature of global species richness relative to drivers. The gray areas are where particular combinations of drivers are not observed in the dataset. Ann refers to interannual PP metrics and sub refers to intra-annual metrics. All temperature metrics are summaries of intra-annual data. These figures are offered as an alternative way to visualize [Fig 3](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"} in the main text.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Observed-versus-predicted for training and testing residuals.

The top row are terrestrial residuals, and the bottom are marine. On the left are the residuals of the full dataset with the color ramp utilized in the [Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"} residual map. On the right are the residuals on the test set.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 2D surface representations of the partial dependency plots from the main text.

This is an alternative visualization of [Fig 3](#pone.0228065.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Each x and y axis now represents the two predictors (x is always elevation/depth). To this plot we added a marginal rug of observed values on both axes to show the distribution of raw data across the full domain of observations.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Alternative visualization of latitudinal gradient.

Top row is observed, bottom is predicted. Left column is terrestrial, right is marine. All points are single points of richness from the observed values and modeled predictions. These are the raw points by which the [Fig 1D](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"} estimates median richness in latitudinal bins. The color ramp is the same used in [Fig 1A and 1B](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Observed global species richness without invertebrates.

Species richness where the marine data does not contain invertebrate taxa. It has been suggested that varied patterns between domains may emerge if marine richness data does not contain invertebrate data in the same way the terrestrial data does not currently. These are the outputs of the analysis presented in the manuscript but conducted on marine species richness data without invertebrate taxa. The broad scale trends presented in the manuscript appeared to show little difference to those observed here.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Full compilation of model input pairwise relationships with species richness where marine richness does not contain invertebrate taxa.

Blue lines refer to marine domain without invertebrates and green terrestrial. The x-axis is the labeled 0--1 scaled predictor, y-axis is always scaled ln(x+1) transformed 0--1 scaled species richness. See caption of [S1 Fig](#pone.0228065.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for variable naming conventions.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Partial dependency plots visualizing model input interactions with species richness, when marine invertebrates are not included in the marine ANN model.

These plots show the neural networks' approximation of driver richness relationships when two inputs co-vary--a key product and advantage of the ANN modelling framework. In this example, we see how species richness is expected to respond across both different temperatures and seasonality in primary productivity in response to changing depth and elevation. See main text for comparison to marine richness data with full suite of available taxa.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Histograms of predicted versus observed richness across domains facetted by marine richness with or without invertebrates.

The hashed area represents the marine domain without invertebrate taxa. Here, (b) is identical to [Fig 1D](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"} in the main text. The inclusion, or exclusion, of marine invertebrates, does not systematically alter the results of our analysis that compares modeled to observed richness in the marine ANN. As a note, neither of these issues affects the terrestrial analysis, which is separate, and for which no invertebrate data are available at the global scale.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Map of residuals from the model that did not include marine invertebrates.

The terrestrial domain remains the same as the main text analysis, whereas the marine domain is showing residuals of predicting marine richness without invertebrate taxa. The observed pattern in [Fig 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}, where there is an overlap of species-poor marine regions and high velocity boundary currents is retained in this analysis.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Variable importance in marine domain without invertebrate taxa.

The top four most important variables remain the same as the model of the species richness data containing invertebrate taxa.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessing the potential impact of sampling bias on the marine species distributions.

The above figure shows rarefaction or species accumulation curves for each 20° latitude bin for marine biodiversity when all species are included. Colors of 20° latitude bins correspond to rarefaction plot symbology below, where northern and southern hemispheres are split. This shows that sampling effort was not correlated with any spatial gradient of diversity. Thus, sampling did not significantly influence the observed biodiversity gradient depicted in [Fig 1B and 1C](#pone.0228065.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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Dear Mr. Gagne,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

I found this to be a really interesting paper that could be potentially far reaching. However, both reviewers have identified significant issues with the paper that need to be resolved. Reviewer 2 in particular has articulated numerous problems with the paper, including the data being used, and suggested the paper be rejected. Reviewer 1 felt major revisions could correct the problems. I am going to provide the authors with an opportunity to revise the manuscript as I think it could be a really useful contribution. However, if the required revisions to address the issues are not (or cannot be) made, the paper will have to be rejected.

My main issue with the paper is that it does not meet the PLoS standard for methods papers, which is spelled out in my editorial comments and also available online. That is, the paper does not make it clear why this method is better than any other method. There doesn\'t seem to be any value add of using this method; this is a requirement of a methods paper. Reviewer 2 has also raised a problem with the data being used and it is not clear how the authors have avoided the same problems of using such data as previous studies (or if they have). The methods section really needs some substantial expansion as much of what has been done is not clear to the reader. it should be very clear to the reader how this method is an improvement. 

Both reviewers have provided detailed comments to assist the authors in their review and I have provided editorial comments. The authors need to consider all the comments provided and must make it clear how they have addressed some rather serious issues with the manuscript. 

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by Sep 08 2019 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Heather M. Patterson, Ph.D.

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Journal Requirements:

When submitting your revision, we need you to address these additional requirements.

Please ensure that your manuscript meets PLOS ONE\'s style requirements, including those for file naming. The PLOS ONE style templates can be found at

<http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=wjVg/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_main_body.pdf> and <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=ba62/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_title_authors_affiliations.pdf>

1\. We note that you have stated that you will provide repository information for your data at acceptance. Should your manuscript be accepted for publication, we will hold it until you provide the relevant accession numbers or DOIs necessary to access your data. If you wish to make changes to your Data Availability statement, please describe these changes in your cover letter and we will update your Data Availability statement to reflect the information you provide.
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Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: I Don\'t Know

Reviewer \#2: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: This manuscript is an important contribution to the study of global patterns of biodiversity. I think that it is exciting to see an example of using a neural network approach to analyse questions of biodiversity. As the authors indicate, a neural network approach is one way to integrate the wealth of global data for drivers and biodiversity that we have collected. The novelty of this approach is exciting and I have been waiting to see such an application of a neural net for this question. However, I believe that this manuscript requires more development before publication. Given the novelty of the neural network approach, there are several concerns that need to be addressed.

First the authors demonstrate the benefit of using a NN approach to integration of multiple types of drivers of biodiversity patterns, and in particular, I believe that the authors do demonstrate that a NN approach can improve understanding of driver interactions. However, I think that they do not clearly or strongly present why or how a neural net approach can be better than using more traditional analyses like mixed effects models or GAMs (e.g., L120-122 is not strongly supported by their data or discussion). Additionally, despite my excitement to see the use of ANNs for this research question, I have concerns about the generality of the method. As driver data are added or removed, does this change the results? How sensitive are the results to differences in data processing (e.g., scaling)? In lines 255-260 the authors mention that ANNs can be used to parameterize interactions between variables without having to be explicitly defined, is this ever a draw back?

Second, there needs to be a more developed explanation of what an ANN is and how it works (e.g., the acronym is only defined fully "artificial neural network" in the Fig 1a caption) such that a general audience can better assess the results. I think more development of this explanation is also important because the authors identify ANNs as a way forward for studying patterns of biodiversity. In addition to this, I think that more detail needs to be included about data processing, for example, the species richness observations were scaled, but I did not see how the data were scaled, and whether there is a chance of this affecting the model output or interpretation.

Lastly, I am surprised by the lack of discussion of the latitudinal gradient hypothesis. I recognize that the authors are trying to make the point that analysis of direct drivers rather than proxies/surrogates is an advantage, but believe that readers would benefit from more discussion of this in the context of the existing literature. Furthermore, I think that some of the implications or interpretations of their main findings about patterns of species richness would benefit from more explanation. Figure 1C leaves much to be discussed. The authors hint at why the model output differs and highlight certain areas, but I think this requires more discussion. Without a scale, it is difficult to tell how substantial the residual errors are. But this is also a place to add more discussion and connection with the existing literature. Are there driver datasets that the authors believe are missing?

Minor/line specific comments/examples:

L 34: I find 'geographic domains' unclear, is this meant to terrestrial/marine

L 37: I think this sentence can be unpacked. The functional form of what? This is not immediately clear unless you have read the manuscript.

L 59: Why not include marine invertebrates in the main text results? They do not appear to change the results substantially and ultimately it looks like terrestrial and marine biodiversity are compared and discussed separately. Furthermore, I think this leads to the question, of why seek to unify the marine and terrestrial patterns of biodiversity? What is the benefit of attempting to unite these systems when you identify such differences. I think that the unification of domains (marine and terrestrial) is an overstatement and actually takes away from the take home message of the paper. Especially since the data inputs and models for marine and terrestrial systems were performed separately. Or now that I am rereading it in L224, were the two discrete feed forward neural networks not for marine and terrestrial biodiversity separately? The comparison of drivers, their relative importance, interactions, and analogous drivers is insightful, but the framing of a unification of domains is unnecessary.

L 63: I think it is worth including the primary producers in at least a separate analysis because this is a substantial amount of diversity to be excluding from the analysis of global richness patterns. Especially given that you discuss the potential importance of structurally complex biogenic substrates (L83). Would this result have changed if diversity of the primary producers had been included? What is the collinearity between primary productivity measures (NDVI and Chl-A) and diversity of the primary producers?

L67: What new information is provided about the driver relationships? Can these not be considered using traditional methods of analysis? I think this needs more discussion.

L76: What is the input-output relationship?

L86: Why do you think that depth did not capture the overpredicted regions in oceanic habitats too deep for major coral reefs? This may be a place where it also worth discussing the limitations in the driver data. What datasets are only available for surface waters and how does this affect the model's ability to predict diversity patterns? (e.g., statements about the effect of O2 on richness should consider that this is only data down to 100 m -- or only 30 m?, does this match the species distribution data? And how would this affect the model results, particularly Fig 2c?)

L88: Why would high-velocity current systems be more species-poor than expected?

L91: What are the favourable conditions for species richness, those drivers which you identified in the previous paragraph?

L93: What data do you show this pattern of habitable depths and temperatures? You jump to metabolic constraints without explaining this.

L107: How does the ANN deal with collinearity? This statement about patterns in spatial patterns of global fisheries production makes it seem like depth might be a proxy for a suite of other drivers. I am also unsure of the purpose of this comparison.

L133: Synthesizing data across what kind of domain?

L148: In what ways do the underlying datasets ultimately differ?

L151: What was the resolution of these datasets?

L177: Provide reference to supplementary information

L229: The approaches used to improve ANN model interpretation need to be discussed more. What are perturbation and resampling and how do these help us understand driver effects on richness?

L261 - 277: I found this discussion helpful.

L345: Capitalize 'science' -- and a general check over references, this always gets me too.

Figure 1c: labelling the +, - on the scale could be replaced with over/under prediction to make it easier for the reader.

Figure 2a: Are the predictors intensity/concentration/level of these drivers or are they variance?

Figure 3c: Where do you discuss this in the text? Are these results supported by the literature? It also does not make sense to look at the model effect of O2 variance in the deep ocean if the data for these depths were not used. I would expect that concentration of O2 would be more important than variance, even though the relative importance analysis suggests that oxygen CV explains patterns of richness better.

Supplementary info: It would be helpful to reference specific figures in the supplement.

Table S1: It would be helpful to have the spatial and temporal resolution of the datasets included here.

Figure S10: Is this the expected richness from the model?

Reviewer \#2: General comment

Gagne et al. present an exciting prospect of training emerging AI/ML techniques into global biodiversity assessment. They should be commended in their cleaning of global biodiversity informatics database as this is no small task. I was excited to read this paper as these upcoming techniques show great promise in the era of big data and I support/commend the authors push back against the \'black box\' dismissal of these powerful techniques. However, I have some serious reservations about the appropriateness in how these data have been used and the inference being drawn from them. It appears that the authors have not properly addressed some of the major issues in using sparse point observation data for community level analyses. Overall the claims of new insight coming from these analytics are not shown in this paper. Rather it seems that the authors have revisited analyses that have been undertaken many times before (at least in the terrestrial space) using a relatively underused method. They have not shown any value-add to using these new methods.

Major comments

I have serious reservations about the appropriateness of the species point observation data being used in the marine database. The authors have done an impressive job of name matching and filtering these data, however, I see nothing in the description of the methods to suggest that any work has been done to ensure the aggregated richness values are representative of true species richness rather than a combination of richness and sampling bias. This has the potential to seriously bias inference when using these kinds of data and has to be addressed. Indeed, they state that their database covers \~17% of marine species suggesting significant gaps in their aggregated richness data. As far as I'm away ANN are not able to counter these kinds of biases (yet), so the authors will need to make a strong argument as to why their data are fit-for-purpose.

Following from that, I question why, if point observation data are appropriate for the marine models, are they are not used in the terrestrial models? GBIF contains 100s of thousands of terrestrial species that are not birds, mammals and amphibians (which only represent a tiny fraction of terrestrial diversity). The authors should be using the same kinds of primary data if they are to make inference between the two.

The authors argue that their analyses 'highlight how advances in data streams and models will bear dividends in predicting the present and future distribution of biodiversity". Beyond the use of neural networks to undertake the analysis, I don't see many advances in this paper. In fact, the authors are using a very coarse spatial resolution data when compared with modern global biodiversity assessments. It would be more impressive to see this analysis carried out a spatial resolution more appropriate to the processes that they are attempting to describe BUT see my comment on the appropriateness of the baseline biological data being used.

While the authors argue that a strength of their analytics is the assessment of multiple drivers and their interactions, I fail to see how this is any different to completing this study using a different analytical technique (multiple regression analysis for instance). The paper needs to establish more clearly, where the actual benefits of ANN methods lies over a more common approach. I am a big supporter of modern AI/ML techniques and I think this paper sells them a little short -- instead relying on the current excitement for the 'machine learning magic sauce'. For instance, do you arrive at any massively different inference using a different analytical technique? If so, why is this? Why is inference from ANN more appropriate?

One of the big advantages of AI/ML techniques is their ability to integrate across VERY large datasets to draw inference. I am not too sure the data being used by the authors could be classed as this -- they make no mention of how many 50km pixels were used in the analysis -- which brings be back to my point above about what are the advantages of using ANN?

The methods need to be significantly expanded to improve clarity. In particular, the structuring of the model and the assumptions being made about the inputs. Maybe some of my misgivings about this study would be shown to be misplaced with a more detailed description of the methods.

Other comments

Introduction paragraph 1: But your data rely on IUCN range maps, the publically available data do not even cover all vertebrates. Vertebrates are a small fraction of biological diversity as a whole and there are 100s of papers that focus on these taxa using the same baseline data that you use.

Line 52-53: Rephrase.

Line 66: Define ANN

Line 98-100: While this may be true. It's also true that these are the areas most easily studied and your results represent a potential sampling bias in the underlying datasets.

Figure S13: Your terrestrial results with/without marine invertebrates show a slightly different response? Are these both modelled within the same network? If so, you need to explain more clearly why this is appropriate, particularly given your very different data being used for target and feature variables.
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Dear Dr. Van Houtan,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

I think the manuscript is greatly improved so I thank the authors for their efforts. Unfortunately, there is still disagreement between the reviewers, with Reviewer 1 recommending the paper be accepted and Reviewer 2 recommending rejection. While I understand the points made by Reviewer 2, I am inclined to agree with Reviewer 1 and have provided just a few minor corrections and clarifications to be addressed. Reviewer 2 has also noted that Figure 1 does not cover the full extent of the models and should be expanded. 

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by Feb 14 2020 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Heather M. Patterson, Ph.D.

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.
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2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: No
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3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: No
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4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes
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5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes
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6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: The authors have made substantial revisions to this manuscript and have addressed my comments sufficiently. I believe that this manuscript has been greatly improved and does a much better job of demonstrating the use of ANNs in ecology and deeper insight into some of the processes that can affect global patterns of species richness. The revised title reflects how the authors have reframed the purpose of this manuscript and this article is much easier for a reader to follow. The description of the methods and datasets used is more straightforward, allowing the reader to better understand and assess the method and potential limitations. The authors have also improved the conclusions and interpretation of the results.

Reviewer \#2: I continue to commend the authors on the significant amount of work undertaken to name match species records and remove erroneous species observations from a set of global biodiversity informatics databases. I also thank the authors for their clarifications of the methods used in their study. However, I still have major concerns with their use of point observation data to model species richness and the inference being drawn from these models. I do not think that the changes made to the manuscript are sufficient to make their use of these data appropriate. The potential problems with developing models of richness from these kinds of data are well established (see below for some references) and the authors have not provided any bias corrections to the aggregate richness measure or shown why such corrections should not be needed.

The authors have not shown that their estimates of marine richness are valid approximations of the unobserved true richness -- at the spatial scale that the models are fitted. While the rarefaction curves provided by the authors in this revised version show no latitudinal sampling bias when the data are aggregated to 20 degree bands (25,000 times more coarse than the resolution used in the modelling exercise), they do not show that biases do not exist at the scale being modelled or that other kinds of spatial bias do not exist. They do not show that the spatial patterns the ANN is fitting to approximate the true patterns in species richness. I would guess that this is not the case and that models are being fitted to pixels with a high degree of under sampling which include spatial variation that does not represent the true variation in species richness. It is highly likely that between pixels there are large differences in the adequacy of sampling effort, that there are taxonomic biases (i.e. do all pixels contain records from all taxonomic groups studied?), and the ecological community assembled from these point data are not representative of the expected community in these pixels. If ANN are capable of correcting these kinds of biases, the authors have not shown this.

If we believe the author's argument that point observation data are appropriate for use in the marine realm to model species richness via ANN then we have to disagree with the assertion that the authors are using the best available data for both the marine and terrestrial realms. Why are the point observation data in the terrestrial realm less appropriate to use? There are \>400k terrestrial species in GBIF, far more than the 23k vertebrate range maps used in this study. I also note that the global catalogue of reptile range maps is now publicly available, as such even using range maps, the data used here are not the best available.

If it is the intent of the authors to highlight methodological advantages of ANN over more traditional methods, then they still have not shown that. The short textual description which focuses on the theoretical advantages of such methods -- over statistical regression techniques -- is a good start but they should show some comparison of the improvements in prediction and inference that can be made from such methods on the kinds of data being modeled. Have the authors attempted to build a regression model from these data to enable a comparison?

If the intent is to highlight the advantages of using ANN over traditional methods, then perhaps the easiest path forward would be to drop the marine component of these analyses, focus on drawing inference from the terrestrial range maps, and include some contrast with other established methods.

Fig 1: This map only shows spatial results for approx.. 45 S to 45 N but the models were fitted to areas further north and south (1d), these maps need to be expanded.

Some references relating to the difficulties with modelling species richness from point observation databases are below.

Geographical sampling bias in a large distributional database and its effects on species richness-environment models. <https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/jbi.12108>

Mapping the biodiversity of tropical insects: species richness and inventory completeness of African sphingid moths. <https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/geb.12039>

Spatial bias in the GBIF database and its effect on modelling species' geographic distributions. <https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1574954113001155>

Strengths and weaknesses of museum and national survey datasets for predicting regional species richness: comparative and combined approaches. <https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1366-9516.2005.00164.x>

A comparison of methods for mapping species ranges and richness. <https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1466-8238.2006.00257.x>
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